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1.How serious is the country’s(1)/ economic 

problems, and how(2)/ big an impact will 

these(3)/ have on the world economies(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

A is = are; subject = problems 

 

2.Shuber, the taxi service provider, is(1)/ growing 

like a weed(2)/ spending millions of rupees (3)/ to 

establish its roots in the country(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  E 

 

3.The survey asked respondents (1)/ frommore 

than 50 countries to (2)/ identify kinds of 

people(3)/ they would want as Noneighbours(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

C kinds = the kind; the kind represents the 

type/class etc. 

 

4.The pace and scale of(1)/ the country’s 

economic transformation(2)/ have no(3)/ historical 

precedent(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

C have = has; subject = pace and scale

 

5.The countries most(1)/ affected by the country’s 

slow down(2)/ are likely to be(3)/ those whose 

exports raw materials(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

D whose = who 

 

6.This(1)/ is a (2)/ Nonews to(3)/ me(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

B Omit ‘a’ 

 

7.Rice of(1)/ of Burma is(2)/ very(3)/ fi

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

A ‘The’ Rice 

 

8.As you are (1)/ tired, you should (2)/ lay on(3) 

the bed(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

C lay = lie; lie>lay>lain & lay>laid>laid
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9.The parrot(1)/ has fled(2)/ in(3)/ the sky (4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) NONE

B fled = flown 

 

10.Is the (1)/ patient very (2)/ well (3)/ today?(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) NONE

B Very = quite 

 

11.The beautician listed out(1)/ a few quick tips 

that(2)/ oNone Noneeds to keep in mind(3)/ in 

order to get that perfect 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

A Delete ‘out’ 

 

12.After weeks of talks(1)/ the two parties failed 

to resolvng (2)/ their differences and the makers 

eventually(3)/ decided to look for an 

alternative(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

 A Resolving = resolve 

 

13.The minister said that the state was facing (1)/ 

an acute financial crunch and feared that(2)/ the 

govt. Might be compelled to take(3)/ loans to pay 

the salaries of its employees(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E 

 

14.The states dependent on oil and gas 

revenues(1)/ are growing increasingly anxious 

about(2)/ the ripple effect that falling oil prices(3)/ 

may have on their local economies(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

 A Spoiler title  

States dependent on oil and gas revenue

 

15.Though the year witNone

crime against women(2)/ the police 

their changed images have given(3)/ confidence to 

women to come forward and lodge complaints(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

  

 C images has = images had
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The parrot(1)/ has fled(2)/ in(3)/ the sky (4). 

 C) (3) 

NONE  

Is the (1)/ patient very (2)/ well (3)/ today?(4). 

 C) (3) 

NONE  

The beautician listed out(1)/ a few quick tips 

eds to keep in mind(3)/ in 

order to get that perfect holiday radiance(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

After weeks of talks(1)/ the two parties failed 

to resolvng (2)/ their differences and the makers 

eventually(3)/ decided to look for an 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

 

The minister said that the state was facing (1)/ 

an acute financial crunch and feared that(2)/ the 

govt. Might be compelled to take(3)/ loans to pay 

the salaries of its employees(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

The states dependent on oil and gas 

revenues(1)/ are growing increasingly anxious 

about(2)/ the ripple effect that falling oil prices(3)/ 

may have on their local economies(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

States dependent on oil and gas revenue 

Nonessed(1)/ a rise in 

crime against women(2)/ the police  claimed that 

their changed images have given(3)/ confidence to 

women to come forward and lodge complaints(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

images has = images had 

(MSB) 
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16.Although ghost pepper is no longer(1)/ the 

most hottest chilli in the world(2)/ as India’s 

species export,(3)/ it packs quite a punch(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error  

B the most hottest = the hottest 

 

17.MigraiNones may doubles(1)/ the risk of a (2)/ 

Nonervous system condition that(3)/ causes facial 

paralysis(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error  

A doubles = double 

 

18.The police tactfully handled(1)/ the farmer’s 

agitation for(2)/ higher prices which is created(3)/ 

law and order problem in the district every year(4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C replace is created with creates 

 

19.For the past oNone week(1)/ people had stop 

working(2) out of their houses(3)/ fearing a 

sudden attack (4)/  

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B replace had stop with have stopped

 

20.Mock drills were(1)/ carried out by (2)/ 

security agencies at (3)/ various parts of the 

city(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) NONE  

C replace at with in  

  

21.The teacher(1)/ with (2)/ all her students(3)/ 

have come(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error   

D Words in the subject linked with 

conNonectives, the verb agrees with the first word

 

22.Scientists have reported definite signs of liquid 

water(1)/ on the surface of present day mars(2)/ a 

finding that will fuel speculation that(3)/ life, if it 

ever  arisen there, could persist even now(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error  

D replace arisen with arose 

 

23.In a recent cabiNonet decision, the govt. (1)/ 

ordered that files sent for reconsideration ,(2)/ if 

cleared by the ministers a second time, (3)/ would 

be bound on all officials(4). 
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rvous system condition that(3)/ causes facial 

 

The police tactfully handled(1)/ the farmer’s 

ion for(2)/ higher prices which is created(3)/ 

law and order problem in the district every year(4) 

 

week(1)/ people had stop 

fearing a 

 

replace had stop with have stopped 

Mock drills were(1)/ carried out by (2)/ 

security agencies at (3)/ various parts of the 

 

The teacher(1)/ with (2)/ all her students(3)/ 

 

ctives, the verb agrees with the first word 

signs of liquid 

water(1)/ on the surface of present day mars(2)/ a 

finding that will fuel speculation that(3)/ life, if it 

arisen there, could persist even now(4). 

 

t decision, the govt. (1)/ 

ordered that files sent for reconsideration ,(2)/ if 

cleared by the ministers a second time, (3)/ would 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

D replace bound with binding 

 

24.Police are scanning call detail records(1)// of 

an advocate arrested from a mall(2)/ on charge of 

filming on the sly from a spy camera (3)/ tucked 

in the lace of his right shoe(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C replace from with ‘with’

 

25.India wants greater investment from 

Germany(1)/ and a positive investment climate(2)/ 

and tecnology partNone

the success of ‘Make in India’ Initiative(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E 

 

26.Goswami was reportedly slapped an

before(1)/ she and her family was taken to the 

police station (2)/ where she was allegedly(3)/ 

subjected to further assault(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error 

B was=were 

 

27.Mr. Shashank Manohar has always been a 

person (1)/ who wants to develop(2)/ cricket and 

do everything(3)/ possible for the game(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E 

 

28.I heard him to say something (1)/ disgraceful 

about his (2)/ brother who had left (3)/ the house 

all of a sudden(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

A replace ‘to say’  with ‘say’

 

29.Parents may feel(1)/ the child will be better off 

going (2)/to work as he or she can help bringing 

additional(3)/ income to the family and learn a 

skill for survival(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C Bringing= Bring 

 

30.Their repeated pleas for teachers had 

goNone(1)/ unheeded and like thousands of 

students(2)/ elsewhere in the state,(3)/ they 

decided to protest(4) 
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 C) (3) 

E) No Error   

replace bound with binding  

are scanning call detail records(1)// of 

an advocate arrested from a mall(2)/ on charge of 

filming on the sly from a spy camera (3)/ tucked 

in the lace of his right shoe(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error   

replace from with ‘with’ 

wants greater investment from 

Germany(1)/ and a positive investment climate(2)/ 

Nonership are crucial for (3)/ 

the success of ‘Make in India’ Initiative(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

Goswami was reportedly slapped and kicked 

before(1)/ she and her family was taken to the 

police station (2)/ where she was allegedly(3)/ 

subjected to further assault(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No error  

Mr. Shashank Manohar has always been a 

to develop(2)/ cricket and 

do everything(3)/ possible for the game(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

I heard him to say something (1)/ disgraceful 

about his (2)/ brother who had left (3)/ the house 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

with ‘say’ 

Parents may feel(1)/ the child will be better off 

going (2)/to work as he or she can help bringing 

additional(3)/ income to the family and learn a 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

Their repeated pleas for teachers had 

(1)/ unheeded and like thousands of 

students(2)/ elsewhere in the state,(3)/ they 
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A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error   

E 
  

31.The cruel lady(1)/ made her step daughter(2)/ 

to do all the (3)/ house hold chores(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C omit to; we dont use to after causative verbs

               

32.Though a majority of rural and semi

India(1)/ depend on government departments,(2)/ 

agencies and undertakings affiliated to them(3)/ 

for paying these bills, they have not (4)/ made any 

effort to integrate UPI as a payment .(5)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) (5) 

B a majority of is followed by singular verb

               

33.The global economy has grown (1)/ in fits and 

start since (2)/ the economic crisis of 2008

oNone of the(3)/ longest recorded stagnations of 

the modern era.(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B fits and starts is an idiom, meaning 

irregular movement; with much stopping and 

starting. 

               

34.The key to break through (1)/ this ceiling is to 

change (2)/the kinds of work in which(3) people 

are engaged. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

A break = breaking 

               

35.Though such work may seem wasteful, owing 

to(1)/  the number of people and amount of time it 

takes to secure(2)/  oNone major achievement or 

breakthrough, oNone such (3)/ achievement or 

breakthrough is all it takes to create 

enough(4)/  value to boost everybody’s standard 

of living. (5)  

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E No error 

               

36.Kalanick may not have a(1)/role to play(2)/ in 

every misstep at Uber, but (3)the ultimate 

responsibility is his.(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 
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lady(1)/ made her step daughter(2)/ 

to do all the (3)/ house hold chores(4). 

 

omit to; we dont use to after causative verbs 

Though a majority of rural and semi-urban 

government departments,(2)/ 

agencies and undertakings affiliated to them(3)/ 

for paying these bills, they have not (4)/ made any 

effort to integrate UPI as a payment .(5) 

 

a majority of is followed by singular verb 

The global economy has grown (1)/ in fits and 

start since (2)/ the economic crisis of 2008—

of the(3)/ longest recorded stagnations of 

 

fits and starts is an idiom, meaning – with 

irregular movement; with much stopping and 

The key to break through (1)/ this ceiling is to 

change (2)/the kinds of work in which(3) people 

 

Though such work may seem wasteful, owing 

the number of people and amount of time it 

major achievement or 

such (3)/ achievement or 

to boost everybody’s standard 

 

Kalanick may not have a(1)/role to play(2)/ in 

every misstep at Uber, but (3)the ultimate 

 

A put ‘had’ before a role

Kalanick may not have had a role

               

37.The toxic culture of sexism and harassment 

that permeated the company (1)/ outed by former 

employee Susan J. Fowler in February (2)/ and 

since corroborated (3)/ over a hundred other 

female Uber employees could not have existed(4)/ 

without Kalanick and the C

purposeful blind eye. (5)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) (5) 

C corroborated by 

               

38.The backlash from Kalanick’s joining US

President Donald Trump’s economic (1)/ council; 

being seen as undermining a taxi (2)/ strike 

against Trump’s immigration ban(3)/ , resulting in 

a #DeleteUber campaign that (4)led to 

200,000 app deletions(5)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) (5) 

B put his before being seen as

               

39.A decade ago, capital for growth beyond (1)/ a 

certain point would have (2)/ meant going public, 

which in turn would (3) / meant more 

transparency and oversight. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

D ‘Have’ meant more transparency

               

40.Today’s tech moguls are, in many ways, 

the(1)/ spiritual heirs of the entrepre

who(2)/ turNoned the US into an industrial 

powerhouse over (3)/ the course of the 19th 

century second half(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

D 19th century’s 

  

41.We (1)/ rejoice your(2)/ success(3)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) NoNone of these E) All are correct

B we rejoice AT your success.

 

42.I was (1)/ glad on the(2)/ 

success(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) All are correct

B glad on = glad for 
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put ‘had’ before a role 

Kalanick may not have had a role 

The toxic culture of sexism and harassment 

that permeated the company (1)/ outed by former 

employee Susan J. Fowler in February (2)/ and 

3)/ over a hundred other 

female Uber employees could not have existed(4)/ 

without Kalanick and the C-suite turning a 

purposeful blind eye. (5) 

 C) (3) 

The backlash from Kalanick’s joining US 

President Donald Trump’s economic (1)/ council; 

being seen as undermining a taxi (2)/ strike 

against Trump’s immigration ban(3)/ , resulting in 

a #DeleteUber campaign that (4)led to Nonearly 

200,000 app deletions(5) 

 C) (3) 

put his before being seen as 

A decade ago, capital for growth beyond (1)/ a 

certain point would have (2)/ meant going public, 

which in turn would (3) / meant more 

transparency and oversight. (4) 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

‘Have’ meant more transparency 

Today’s tech moguls are, in many ways, 

the(1)/ spiritual heirs of the entrepreNoneurs 

d the US into an industrial 

powerhouse over (3)/ the course of the 19th 

 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

41.We (1)/ rejoice your(2)/ success(3) 

 C) (3)   

E) All are correct 

we rejoice AT your success. 

42.I was (1)/ glad on the(2)/ Nonews of (3)/your 

 C) (3) 

E) All are correct 
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43.A map(1)/ is hanging(2)/with the (3)/ wall(4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

 C with = against 

 

44.Kashmir is(1)/ to(2)/the North(3)/ of India(4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

B to = in 

 

45.The agitation that began in Ahmednagar 

district in (1)/JuNone and spread to western 

Madhya Pradesh had(2)/ its roots in rock

onion prices. Now, (3)failed kharif crop of onion 

in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh(4), owing to 

deficit rain, has led to reduced market arrivals this 

month(5). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) (5) 

D a failed kharif 

 

46.It is intriguing that the Price Stabilisation 

Fund(1)/, created in March 2015 as a revolving 

fund(2)/ in which the Centre and States 

contribute equally(3), is not to be seen or heard 

about(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

D heard about = heard of 

 

47.A liberalised FDI regime can promote (1)/ 

investment into the country and boost (2)/ an 

inflow of technology and subsequent export of(3)/ 

defence products manufactured domestically(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

E 

 

48.I (1)/ am tired(2)/ with(3)/ him(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

C with = of 

 

49.Instead of(1)/ his busy(2)/ and hard life he still 

retains(3)/ freshNoness and robustNone

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

A instead of = in spite of 

 

50.Can I(1)/ do this(2)/ for (3) / you, please?(4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) All are correct 

E 
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44.Kashmir is(1)/ to(2)/the North(3)/ of India(4) 

 

45.The agitation that began in Ahmednagar 

and spread to western 

Madhya Pradesh had(2)/ its roots in rock-bottom 

onion prices. Now, (3)failed kharif crop of onion 

in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh(4), owing to 

eficit rain, has led to reduced market arrivals this 

 

46.It is intriguing that the Price Stabilisation 

Fund(1)/, created in March 2015 as a revolving 

fund(2)/ in which the Centre and States will 

contribute equally(3), is not to be seen or heard 

 

47.A liberalised FDI regime can promote (1)/ 

investment into the country and boost (2)/ an 

subsequent export of(3)/ 

defence products manufactured domestically(4). 

 

 

 

busy(2)/ and hard life he still 

Noness(4). 

 

50.Can I(1)/ do this(2)/ for (3) / you, please?(4) 

 

51.I am (1)/too (2)/happy to(3)/ see you(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

B too= very 

 

52.This work(1)/ is too much(2)/ difficult(3)/ for 

him(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B too much = much too 

 

53.You (1)/ had better(2)/ 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

C been = be 

 

54.She is (1)/ sitting (2)/ in the (3)/ verandah(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

C in = on 

 

55.Have you(1)/ complai

his(3)/ conduct(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

C against = of 

 

56.I will(1)/ inform (2)/ this theft (3)/ to the 

police(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B inform = report 

 

57.I (1)/ have(2)/ left(3)/ smoking(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C left = given up 

 

58.Divisions laid bare as Liam Fox reveals there 

(1)/ is no cabiNonet-wide agreement on what 

a(2)/  transitional implementation(3)/ 

should looks  like(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

D looks = look 

 

59.Since 2014, the number of takeaway(1)/ 

in the borough of Blackburn with (2)/ Darwen has 

goNone up 24%, according to the 

released Food Environment Assessment Tool(4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

E 
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I am (1)/too (2)/happy to(3)/ see you(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

This work(1)/ is too much(2)/ difficult(3)/ for 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

 

You (1)/ had better(2)/ been(3)/ away(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

She is (1)/ sitting (2)/ in the (3)/ verandah(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

Have you(1)/ complaiNoned (2)/ against 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

I will(1)/ inform (2)/ this theft (3)/ to the 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

I (1)/ have(2)/ left(3)/ smoking(4). 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  

Divisions laid bare as Liam Fox reveals there 

wide agreement on what 

transitional implementation(3)/  period 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

number of takeaway(1)/  shops 

in the borough of Blackburn with (2)/ Darwen has 

up 24%, according to the Nonewly (3)/ 

released Food Environment Assessment Tool(4) 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 
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60.He acted(1)/ as the(2)/ king in (3)/ the 

drama(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B omit “as” 

 

61.Since, it was only half-doNone;(1)/ he had 

placed a wedge(2)/ in between to (3)/prevent the 

log from closing up(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error. 

B he had placed = he placed.  

               

62.When all the workers were goNone

monkeys came down  the trees(2)/ and started 

jumping around the site(3)/, and playing with the 

instruments(4).  

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B the monkeys came down from the trees

               

63.ONone, who(1)/ interferes in other’s work(2)/, 

surely comes(3)/ to grief(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E Sentence is correct in its given form

               

64.In accordance with the understanding(1)/, the 

animals drew lots, and (2)/the unlucky animal that 

(3)/got chosen was sent to the lion(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

A Correct phrase is “In accordance to”

               

65.Even the low(1)/ and humble (2)/achieve 

result(3)/ when they work together(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C result= results ; as the low and humble is used 

for the same person and they signifies these(low 

and humble) two qualities. 

               

66.The Jio phoNone is providing(1)/ with an 

“effective price of Rs zero”,(2)/ compared with an 

entry-level (3)/ smartphoNone that costs between 

Rs 3,500-4,000(4).  

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

A providing = provided 

               

67.Celebrations were at Harmanpreet’s home in 

Moga (1)/ in Punjab after her 171—run kno

against Australia(2)/ — oNone of the greatest ODI 

knocks in women’s cricket — steered India (3)/ 
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He acted(1)/ as the(2)/ king in (3)/ the 

 

;(1)/ he had 

placed a wedge(2)/ in between to (3)/prevent the 

 

None(1)/, the 

the trees(2)/ and started 

jumping around the site(3)/, and playing with the 

 

the monkeys came down from the trees 

, who(1)/ interferes in other’s work(2)/, 

 

Sentence is correct in its given form 

In accordance with the understanding(1)/, the 

s, and (2)/the unlucky animal that 

(3)/got chosen was sent to the lion(4).  

 

Correct phrase is “In accordance to” 

Even the low(1)/ and humble (2)/achieve 

result(3)/ when they work together(4). 

 

result= results ; as the low and humble is used 

for the same person and they signifies these(low 

is providing(1)/ with an 

2)/ compared with an 

that costs between 

 

Celebrations were at Harmanpreet’s home in 

run knock 

of the greatest ODI 

steered India (3)/ 

into the World Cup final with a 36

victory(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

A add ‘on’ after celebrations were

               

68.After performing admirably(1)/ in the 1936 

Olympics (2)/in Germany, Louie joi

Army Air Corps of(4)/ the United States and 

became a bombardier in WWII(5). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) (5) 

D put “the” before Army Air Corps

               

69.According to Hillenbrand, (1)/ every event and 

situation described in her(2)/ 

verified and corroborated by (3)/“interviewing 

POWs and airmen and studying statistics, (4)/ 

squadron histories, diaries, priso

and other materials(5).” 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) NoNone

E Sentence is correct in its given form.

               

70.It’s a place where(1)/ he is completely lost 

in(2)/ the world, helpless to do more (3)/ than 

simply try to survive from o

Nonext(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

 

71.Federer became the oldest man(1) /to win the 

singles title in the Open(2)/ Era 

after he(3)/ claimed first the title as a scruffy, 

ponytailed upstart. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

D claimed first > First Claimed

 

72.Krishna Palle wonders(1) /whether he and his 

family, (2) /resident on Eldam’s Road(3) /is the 

oldest residents of the road. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error

D is > Are 
 

73.The Madras High Court 

down(1)/ the Tamil Nadu government order that 

(2)/earmarked 85% of seats in undergraduate 

medical and dental(3) /courses for students from 

the State Board is no surprise at all. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B that HAD earmarked 

, V.K.K.Menon Road,Gandhipuram,Coimbatore-44.9600342223 

into the World Cup final with a 36—run 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

add ‘on’ after celebrations were 

rming admirably(1)/ in the 1936 

Olympics (2)/in Germany, Louie joiNoned (3)/ 

Army Air Corps of(4)/ the United States and 

became a bombardier in WWII(5).  

 C) (3) 

put “the” before Army Air Corps 

illenbrand, (1)/ every event and 

situation described in her(2)/  biography has been 

verified and corroborated by (3)/“interviewing 

POWs and airmen and studying statistics, (4)/ 

squadron histories, diaries, prisoNoner affidavits, 

 

 C) (3) 

None of these 

Sentence is correct in its given form. 

It’s a place where(1)/ he is completely lost 

in(2)/ the world, helpless to do more (3)/ than 

simply try to survive from oNone day to the 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error B in = to 

Federer became the oldest man(1) /to win the 

singles title in the Open(2)/ Era — a full 14 years 

after he(3)/ claimed first the title as a scruffy, 

 

 C) (3) 

o Error 

claimed first > First Claimed 

Krishna Palle wonders(1) /whether he and his 

family, (2) /resident on Eldam’s Road(3) /is the 

oldest residents of the road. (4) 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error 

The Madras High Court verdict striking 

down(1)/ the Tamil Nadu government order that 

(2)/earmarked 85% of seats in undergraduate 

medical and dental(3) /courses for students from 

the State Board is no surprise at all. (4) 

 C) (3) 

E) No Error  
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74.In a country with regional, (1) /economic and 

linguistic disparities, (2) /uniformity is no virtue, 

especially(3) /when it is thrusting on unwilling 

States. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

D thursting > thurst 

 

75.It is to be hoped that National Security Adviser 

Ajit Doval’s coming visit(1) /to Beijing to attend a 

BRICS meeting hosted by his counterpart, and 

other(2)/ engagements in the run-up to Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi’s scheduled visit to 

Xiamen over the BRICS summit in September(3)/, 

will see this strategy bear fruit. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C over > for 

 

76.In January, an analysis by the nonpartisan(1)/ 

Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated 

that repealing Obamacare (2) /without a 

replacement would result in 32 million people 

losing insurance by 2026(3)/, including 19 million 

who would lose Medicaid coverage. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

E 

 

77.Last month, AmNonesty(1)/ International’s 

Turkey chair, TaNoner Kiliç (2)/, was also 

arrested(3)/, accused for links to Gülen. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

D for > of 

 

78.The teacher(1)/ took a(2) / test in(3)/ 

Mathematics(4). 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

B Took = Gave 

 

79.Nothing ha(1)s/ or(2)/ could be(3)/

fortunate. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

A Has Been 

 

80.This is (1)/the same(2) /dog who bit(3) /me(4).

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No Error 

C Who > As 
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In a country with regional, (1) /economic and 

linguistic disparities, (2) /uniformity is no virtue, 

especially(3) /when it is thrusting on unwilling 

 

hoped that National Security Adviser 

Ajit Doval’s coming visit(1) /to Beijing to attend a 

BRICS meeting hosted by his counterpart, and 

up to Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi’s scheduled visit to 

September(3)/, 

 

In January, an analysis by the nonpartisan(1)/ 

Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated 

that repealing Obamacare (2) /without a 

would result in 32 million people 

losing insurance by 2026(3)/, including 19 million 

who would lose Medicaid coverage. (4) 

 

sty(1)/ International’s 

r Kiliç (2)/, was also 

arrested(3)/, accused for links to Gülen. (4) 

 

The teacher(1)/ took a(2) / test in(3)/ 

 

Nothing ha(1)s/ or(2)/ could be(3)/ more 

 

This is (1)/the same(2) /dog who bit(3) /me(4). 

 

81.There are so many religions in the country,(1)/ 

so many cultures, ideologies and languages,(2)/ 

but despite that, the country is unitary(3)/ only 

because of these principles.(4)

A)(1)   B)(2)   

D)(4)  E) No correction required. 

C unitary should be replaced by united.

               

82. If I talk about just  India,

which the number (2)/of mental patients 

is(3)/growing is a matter of concern.(4)

A)(1)  B)(2)  

D)(4)   E) no correction required.

A  about just should be replaced by just about 

               

83.The alleged murder of a woman(1)/ 

and subsequent riots by enraged female(2)/ 

inmates of the Byculla jail is a wakeup (3)/call on 

the state of affairs inside prison walls.(4)

A)(1)  B)(2)   

D)(4)  E) No correction required.

B riots should be replaced by rioting.

               

84.GST is a landmark step as it has the potential 

to catalyse changes(1)/ in many other areas. 

ONone of the beNonefits is expected to(2)/ be a 

favourable environment for Indian manufacturing 

and(3)/ ‘Make in India’, taking the country on the 

path to industrialisation.(4)

A)(1)  B)(2)  

D)(4)  E) No correction required. 

E No correction Noneeded.

               

85.There is now a widely held view(1)/ that for 

some time now, (2)/the ‘animal spirits’ of(3)/ 

Indian enterprise has remai

A)(1)  B)(2)  

D)(4)               E) No correction required. 

D has > have 

               

86.Even if  the government seeks(1)/ to ease the 

busiNoness environment,(2)/ judicial activism and 

bureaucratic(3)/ iNonertia continue to dampen 

sentiment.(4) 

A)(1)  B)(2)  

D)(4)  E)No correction required. 

A  Even if > even as  

               

87.The programme empoweres women from 

weaker sections(1)/ of society to stand on their 

feet(2)/ and help them making an even larger 

(3)/contribution to their families and to their

communities.(4) 
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There are so many religions in the country,(1)/ 

ideologies and languages,(2)/ 

but despite that, the country is unitary(3)/ only 

because of these principles.(4) 

 C)(3) 

E) No correction required.  

unitary should be replaced by united. 

India,(1)/ the manNoner in 

which the number (2)/of mental patients 

is(3)/growing is a matter of concern.(4) 

 C)(3) 

E) no correction required. 

about just should be replaced by just about  

The alleged murder of a woman(1)/ prisoNoner 

and subsequent riots by enraged female(2)/ 

inmates of the Byculla jail is a wakeup (3)/call on 

the state of affairs inside prison walls.(4) 

 C)(3) 

E) No correction required. 

riots should be replaced by rioting. 

GST is a landmark step as it has the potential 

to catalyse changes(1)/ in many other areas. 

fits is expected to(2)/ be a 

favourable environment for Indian manufacturing 

and(3)/ ‘Make in India’, taking the country on the 

alisation.(4) 

 C)(3) 

E) No correction required.  

eded. 

There is now a widely held view(1)/ that for 

some time now, (2)/the ‘animal spirits’ of(3)/ 

Indian enterprise has remaiNoned subdued.(4) 

 C)(3) 

E) No correction required.  

the government seeks(1)/ to ease the 

ss environment,(2)/ judicial activism and 

rtia continue to dampen 

 C)(3) 

E)No correction required.  

The programme empoweres women from 

weaker sections(1)/ of society to stand on their 

feet(2)/ and help them making an even larger 

(3)/contribution to their families and to their 
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A)(1)  B)(2)  C)(3) 

D)(4)  E) No correction required.

C making > make  

               

88.Exercising doesn’t always Noneed to be 

vigorous, and yoga doesn’t have to always be 

doNone on a mat.(1)/ When all you want to do is 

sit and watch the rain, or you’re set for a difficult 

week(2)/ and the only time you have is when 

you’re sitting out on (3)/your balcony to read the 

Nonewspaper, do these just before you sip up your 

tea.(4) 

A)(1)  B)(2)  C)(3) 

D)(4)  E) No correction required.

D sip up>sip on  

               

89.Speaking out against lynchings, Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi(1)/ did well to assert that nobody 

has the right to(2)/ take the law in his own hands 

and that indulging in(3)/ violence in the name of 

‘gau bhakti’ is against the ideals of Mah

Gandhi.(4) 

A)(1)  B)(2)  C)(3) 

D)(4)  E)No correction required.

C in > into  

               

90.India has emerged as the economic pole of 

global growth(1)/ by surpassing China and is 

expected to(2)/ maintain it’s lead over the coming 

decade,(3)/ says a Nonew study by Harvard 

University.(4) 

A)(1)  B)(2)  C)(3) 

D)(4)  E) No correction required.

C it’s should be replaced by its  

     

91.This move threatens to (1)/ cripple the movie 

industry as (2)/ it comes in the backdrop of (3)/ 

price controls of tickets.(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No error. 

D of > on 

               

92.Several western thinkers have expressed the 

opinion (1)/ that despite having a rich and ancient 

spiritual (2)/ and cultural heritage, India do not 

have a single book (3)/ of ethics that can serve as 

a practical life-guide.(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No error. 

C do > does 

               

93.NASA says scientists can get started on (1)/ a 

plan to deflect hazardous objects away (2)/ from 

Earth—and test the (3)/ spacecraft on a real 

www.maruthischoolofbanking.com, V.K.K.Menon Road,Gandhipuram,Coimbatore

E) No correction required. 

ed to be 

vigorous, and yoga doesn’t have to always be 

on a mat.(1)/ When all you want to do is 

, or you’re set for a difficult 

week(2)/ and the only time you have is when 

you’re sitting out on (3)/your balcony to read the 

wspaper, do these just before you sip up your 

E) No correction required. 

Speaking out against lynchings, Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi(1)/ did well to assert that nobody 

has the right to(2)/ take the law in his own hands 

and that indulging in(3)/ violence in the name of 

‘gau bhakti’ is against the ideals of Mahatma 

E)No correction required. 

India has emerged as the economic pole of 

global growth(1)/ by surpassing China and is 

expected to(2)/ maintain it’s lead over the coming 

w study by Harvard 

E) No correction required. 

This move threatens to (1)/ cripple the movie 

industry as (2)/ it comes in the backdrop of (3)/ 

 

Several western thinkers have expressed the 

opinion (1)/ that despite having a rich and ancient 

spiritual (2)/ and cultural heritage, India do not 

f ethics that can serve as 

 

NASA says scientists can get started on (1)/ a 

plan to deflect hazardous objects away (2)/ from 

ft on a real 

asteroid.(4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error.

E  

               

94.Ice is sticky, but only to certain kinds (1)/ of 

surfaces when conditions are right just (2)/ for a 

shared ice layer to form (3)/ between the surfaces 

and link them. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error.

B right just > just right 

               

95.Parts of the Sundarbans are legally (1)/ 

protected as national parks (2)/ and sanctuaries, 

and there is a (3)/ special focus on tiger 

conservation. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error.

E 
               

96.The Noneed for a skilled workforce in the (1)/ 

emerging technologies will continue (2)/ to rise, 

even as some of the existing (3)/ o

Noneeded to fade away. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error. 

D Noneeded > Noneed  

               

97.A good monsoon is described by economists 

(1)/ as a four-month-long swing factor for the (2)/ 

national economy, more so because (3)/ it 

geNonerates millions of direct farm jobs. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error. 

E More so is used for – 

factor for the national economy

               

98.Mantras are sound vibrations; (1) they help you 

to conNonect the inNone

eNonergy and help you (3) / to overcome 

eNonergy blockages within. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error.

D Remove to help is not followed by to. It will be 

help you overcome 

               

99.Having been fit after 40 requires a little (1)/ re

structuring of your life in (2)/ terms of what food 

you (3)/ eat and what exercise you do. (4) 

A) (1)  B) (2)  

D) (4)  E) No error. 

A Having been > Being 
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 C) (3)  

E) No error. 

Ice is sticky, but only to certain kinds (1)/ of 

surfaces when conditions are right just (2)/ for a 

shared ice layer to form (3)/ between the surfaces 

 C) (3) 

E) No error. 

 

Parts of the Sundarbans are legally (1)/ 

protected as national parks (2)/ and sanctuaries, 

and there is a (3)/ special focus on tiger 

 C) (3)  

E) No error. 

ed for a skilled workforce in the (1)/ 

emerging technologies will continue (2)/ to rise, 

even as some of the existing (3)/ oNones 

eded to fade away. (4) 

 C) (3)  

ror.  

 

A good monsoon is described by economists 

long swing factor for the (2)/ 

national economy, more so because (3)/ it 

rates millions of direct farm jobs. (4) 

 C) (3)  

E) No error.  

 four-month-long swing 

factor for the national economy 

Mantras are sound vibrations; (1) they help you 

Noner Self (2)/ to the cosmic 

rgy and help you (3) / to overcome 

s within. (4) 

 C) (3)  

E) No error. 

help is not followed by to. It will be 

Having been fit after 40 requires a little (1)/ re-

structuring of your life in (2)/ terms of what food 

/ eat and what exercise you do. (4)  

 C) (3)  

E) No error.  
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Having been describes past, so this sentence does 

not make sense – Having been fit after 40

               

100.Since a diversified diet that meets all 

nutritional (1)/ requirements is difficult to provide, 

(2)/ fortification of food is relied upon by (3)/ 

many countries to prevent malnutrition. (4)

A) (1)  B) (2)  C) (3) 

D) (4)  E) No error.  

 E 
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Having been describes past, so this sentence does 

Having been fit after 40 

Since a diversified diet that meets all 

nutritional (1)/ requirements is difficult to provide, 

(2)/ fortification of food is relied upon by (3)/ 

many countries to prevent malnutrition. (4) 
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